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Let X and Y be real separable Banach spaces with an admissible 
projectional scheme I’, = {X, , Y, , P, , Qn}l. The purpose of this 
paper is twofold. First, using the generalized degree theory developed 
in Refs. [5, 61, in Section 2 we obtain a simple proof for the validity of 
the antipodes theorem for certain continuous A-proper mappings and 
consider some of its applications. Second, our main concern in this 
paper is to use the results of Section 2 and those in Ref. [6] in the 
study of the solvability of nonlinear functional equations 
TX =f (xED,fEY) (1) 
involving a class of continuous mappings T of D C X into Y which are 
either of the modified types (S) or (S), or have thepm property. Under 
certain conditions, the latter classes of mappings are related to the 
mappings T of D C X into X* of types (S) and (S), introduced by 
Browder [2, 31 and the pseudomonotone mappings introduced and 
studied by Brezis [l] and further investigated by Browder [3] and 
* The preparation of this paper was partially supported by the National Science 
Foundation grant under NSF grant GP-8556. 
1 For the precise definition of the concepts and some of the statements of the 
results mentioned in the Introduction, see Sections 1, 3, and 4 of this paper. 
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others2 It has been observed in Ref. [23] that the concept of a 
continuous mapping of type (S) or(S)+ ( as well as of the pseudomonotone 
mapping) is not satisfactory if the theory of A-proper mappings is to 
be used in the study of equations (1) involving such mappings. This 
is so in, particular, when T is not assumed to be bounded and/or when 
Y # X*. Consequently, these concepts have to be modified so as to 
incorporate in their definitions the essential features of an A-proper 
mapping. This we do in Section 3, which is devoted to the study 
of equations (1) involving continuous mappings T : D C X + Y of 
the modified type (S) and (S), , and in Section 4 which is devoted to 
the study of a more general class of continuous mappings 
T : D C X -+ Y having the pm property. Since the latter class of 
mappings includes, in particular, bounded continuous monotone and 
pseudomonotone mappings T : D C X--f X*, our results will 
include as special cases the corresponding results of Browder [3], 
Pokhodjayev [26], De Figueiredo and Gupta [7], Brezis [l], and others. 
We add that even in this special case our results are in a certain sense 
more general than those of the above authors (for the detailed relation 
see Section 3 and 4). The corresponding results for mappings T of 
D C X into X are new. 
It is known [16, l&21,23,25, 61 that for suitable choices of X and Y 
the class of A-proper mappings, among others, includes: All bounded 
linear mappings for which the corresponding Eq. (1) admits a strong 
projectional solvability (see Refs. [18, 121); all mappings 
T:DCX-+XoftheformT=I+CorT=I+S+CwithC 
compact and S strictly contractive and weakly continuous on D; 
P-compact and quasicompact mappings T : D C X -+ X (see Ref. 
[24]); strongly monotone and complex monotone mappings T of X 
into X*; strongly accretive mappings T of X into X if X is assumed to 
have a weakly continuous duality mapping J of X into X* (see Ref. 
[23]); strongly K-monotone mappings T : X---f Y and continuous 
mappings T : X --+ Y of the modified type (S) (see Ref. [23]); 
++set contractions if X if a 7~~ space (see Ref. [14]). Consequently, 
from our contructive results for P-compact and A-proper mappings 
obtained in Refs. [16, 17, 18,21,23] we were able to deduce, as special 
cases, the classical fixed point theorems, the earlier results for the 
Galerkin-type methods when applied to linear problems, and the 
recent basic existence theorems for strongly monotone and complex 
a For the numerous contributions to the theory of monotone and pseudomonotone 
mappings and its application to differential equations see the recent exhaustive study 
by J. L. LIONS, “Quelques MCthodes de R&.olution des Problkmes aux Limites 
Non Linkaires,” Dunod, Paris, 1969. 
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monotone mappings (see Refs. [18, 231 for details). We add in passing 
that all of the above results were obtained in an essentially constructive 
way. In fact, it was shown in Refs. [21, 221 that the A-properness of T 
is essentially a necessary condition for Eq. (1) to admit solutions x 
which can be constructed as strong limits of solutions x, of the 
finitedimensional approximate equations 
QnWn) = Q&f>, x,~Dnx,. (2) 
However, we were not able to deduce, for example, the basic 
surjectivity theorem for coercive monotone mappings T of X into X*. 
One of our aims in this paper is to develop further the theory of 
continuous A-proper mappings so as to be able to deduce from it, as 
very special cases, the basic existence results for monotone and pseudo- 
monotone mappings under conditions “at infinity” which are even 
more general than the coerciveness condition. In Refs. [5, 61 Browder 
and Petryshyn introduced the notion of a generalized topological 
degree for a continuous A-proper mapping and derived for it some 
basic properties of the classical Leray-Schauder degree. In Ref. [3] 
Browder used the generailzed degree theory for A-proper mappings 
developed in Ref. [6] t o obtain existence results for bounded 
continuous pseudomonotone mappings T : D _C X -+ X*. In Sections 
3 and 4 of this paper we strengthen and extend further the applicability 
of the generailzed degree theory to continuous mappings T of 
D C X-t Y of the modified types (S) and (S), and to mappings T of 
D _C X---t Y with the pm property to obtain more general existence 
results and in some cases even constructive approximation results. 
Furthermore, since our results in this paper are based on the antipodes 
theorem for certain continuous A-proper mappings T : D C X -+ Y, 
we are able to obtain existence results (see condition (A) in Theorem 10 
below) and the surjectivity results (see condition (A) in Theorem 11 
below) under the condition (A) “at infinity” which is weaker than the 
coerciveness condition or even the condition (Al) introduced in Ref. 
[71* 
1. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let (X, Y) be a pair of real separable Banach spaces, {X,J C X and 
{Y,} C Y two sequences of (oriented) monotonically increasing finite- 
dimensional subspaces with dim X, = dim Y, for each n and {PJ 
and {&} two sequences of linear projections such that P,(X) = X, , 
Qn(Y)= Yn,P,() x + x, and Q,(y) -+ y for each x in X and y in Y, 
where the symbols “-+” and “A” are used to denote the strong and 
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the weak convergence, respectively. We refer to the quadruple 
r, = {X, , Y, , P, , 8,) with the above properties as an (oriented) 
admissible projectional scheme for the pair (X, Y). 
In Refs. [20, 211 th e author initiated the study from the 
constructional point of view of equations (1) involving a new and a 
rather general class of mappings T of D C X into Y which are 
Approximation-proper (A-proper) in the following sense. 
DEFINITION 1.1. The mapping T : D C X -+ Y is said to be A- 
proper with respect to I’, if the following condition (H) holds: 
(H) If rfii is any subscheme of r, and {x,~ 1 x,< E Xn, n D} is any 
bounded sequence so that QmiTxlzi -fg for some g in Y, then there 
exists a subsequence (xmiCk,} and an element x in D such that x,,(,) -+ x 
ask-tooandTx=g. 
The concept of an A-proper mapping evolved from the notion of a 
Projectionally-compact (P-compact) mapping introduced in Ref. [15] 
and the mapping satisfying condition (c) studied in Refs. [18, 191. 
Further studies of A-proper and P-compact mappings were carried 
out in Refs. [17, 13,25,27,24, 14, 13,9]. The usefulness of the concept 
of A-properness stems from its intimate association with the 
projectional solvability of Eq. (1) defined as follows (see Refs. [18, 19, 
231): 
DEFINITION 1.2. Eq. (1) is said to be strongly (resp. feebly) 
projectionally solvable if there exists an integer N > 1 such that for 
each n >, N the approximate equation 
T,(x) = Qnf CT, = QJ ID, , a, = X, n D) (2) 
has a solution x, E D, such that x, -+ x0 E D (resp. xni -+ x E D for 
some subsequence {xn,)) and TX, = f. 
Note that Definition 1.2 provides a constructive existence of a 
solution of Eq. (1). 
In Refs [5, 61 Browder and Petryshyn introduced and studied the 
notion of a generalized topological degree for a continuous A-proper 
mapping, some of whose properties we shall use below. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let D be an open bounded subset of X, D its 
closure and D its boundary. Let T be a continuous A-proper mapping 
of D into Y and g E Y with g 4 T(D). Let 2’ be the set of all integers 
(positive, negative, and zero) together with (+cQ} and {-co}. We 
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define deg( T, D, g), the degree of T on D over g, as a subset of 2’ given 
by deg(T, D, g) = {y 1 y E Z’, there exists an infinite sequence {ni} of 
positive integers with ni --t co such that deg( Tnj , D,$ , O,,g) -+ r}. 
Remark 1.1. The degree deg( Tmj , D, , O1”$g) is the classical 
Brouwer degree for mappings of oriented finite-dimensional Euclidean 
spaces of the same dimension. 
It was shown in Ref. [6] that for a given g $ T(B), deg( T, D, g) is 
well-defined; if deg( T, D, g) # {0}, then there exists x E D such that 
TX = g; if T,(x) is a continuous mapping of D x [0, l] into Y with 
T,(x) A-proper on D for each t E [0, l] and T,(x) continuous in 
t E [0, 11, uniformly for t in [0, I], then deg(T, , D, g) is constant in 
t E [0, 1) if g 4 T,(B) for all t E [0, 11; if D is symmetric about 0 E D 
and T is odd on D, then deg( T, D, 0) # (01 if 0 $ T(B). 
For later use we recall the following concepts: T : D C X -+ Y is 
compact if T is continuous on D and maps bounded sets from D into 
relatively compact sets in Y; T is weakly continuous at x E D if x, - x 
with (xn> C D implies TX, - TX in Y; T is demicontinuous at x E D 
if x, -+ x with (xn} C D implies TX, - TX in Y; T is bounded if T 
maps bounded sets in D into bounded sets in Y; T is odd on D if 
T(-x) = - T(x) p rovided D is such that -x E D whenever x E D; 
T : X--t Y is strongly K-monotone if 
(TX - TY, K(x -Y)) b B(ll x -Y II) II K(x -r)ll \s’x, Y E X, (t) 
where K is a (possibly nonlinear) mapping of X into Y*, the adjoint 
space of Y, such that Kx # 0 if x # 0 and /3(r) is a strictly increasing 
function of R+ = {r > O] to R+ such that /3(O) = 0, /3(r) -+ 00 as 
r -+ co; when Y = X* and we take K = I, then T satisfying (t) is 
said to be a strongly monotone mapping of X into X*; when Y = X, 
X* is strictly convex, and we take K to be the duality mapping Jof X 
into X*, then T satisfying (+) is said to be a strongly acmetive mapping 
ofXintoX; J:X-+X*, with X* strictly convex, is a single-valued 
mapping such that J(0) = 0 and Jx = {W E X* 1 (w, x) = 11 o 11 * 11 x 11, 
II w II = #(II x IIN with W a strictly increasing continuous mapping 
of Rf into Rf such that #(O) = 0 and #(r) -+ co as Y --+ cc. 
We recall further that a separable Banach space is said to be a L7a 
space if there exists a sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces 
{Xn} C X and a sequence of linear projections (Pm} such that 
P,X=X,,X,CX,+,,andIIP,xII<cu(>l)foreachn,u,X,is 
dense in X, and PiPrr = Pj for n > j. It is easy to see that if X is an 
I& space, then the scheme I’, = {X, , P,} is admissible for the pair 
(X, X). Moreover, it is also not hard to show that if X is a reflexive 
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flE space, then the scheme r,* = {X, , X,‘, P, , P,*} is admissible 
for the pair (X, X*), where P,* is the adjoint of P, and X,’ = 
R(P,*) = P,*(X*). Following Fan and Glickberg [8] we say that X 
has Property (H) if X is strictly convex and if the relations x, - x in 
X and II x, II - II x II imply x, -+ x in X. It is known that Hilbert 
spaces and uniformly convex and locally uniformly convex Banach 
spaces are examples of spaces having Property (H). 
2. THEOREM OF ANTIPODES FOR CERTAIN 
CONTINUOUS A-PROPER MAPPINGS 
In this section we first obtain an analog for certain continuous 
A-proper mappings of the classical theorem of antipodes for compact 
displacements and then study various types of A-proper mappings for 
which the antipodes theorem holds. Although Theorem 1 below is a 
simple consequence of the results in Ref. [6], its usefulness lies in its 
generality and its applicability to the study of solvability of equations 
involving various classes of nonlinear mappings which need not be 
A-proper. 
THEOREM 1. Let (X, Y) b e a pair of real Banach spaces with an 
oriented admissible projectional scheme P, and let D be a bounded open 
subset of X which is symmetric about the origin and with 0 E D. Let T be a 
continuous A-proper mapping of D into Y such that: 
(Hla) TX # hT(-x)for all x in D and all h in [0, I]; 
(Hlb) The mapping H,(x) of D x [0, I] into Y giwen by 
f&(x) = + T(x) - & T(-4 (x E D, t E [O, 11) (4 
is A-proper on D for each fixed t in [0, l] and continuous in t E [0, 11, 
uniformly for x in D. 
Then there exists an element x0 in D such that TX, = 0. 
Proof. The definition of H,(x) and the hypothesis (Hla) imply that 
0 $ H,(D) for all t in [0, I]. I n view of this and the hypothesis (Hlb), 
Theorem 1 (c) in Ref. [6] implies that deg(H, , D, 0) is well-defined for 
each t in [0, 1] and is independent of t in [0, 11. Since HI(x) = 
1/2T(x) - 1/2T(- x is an odd A-proper mapping on D and H,(x) = ) 
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T(x) on B, it follows from Theorem l(e) in Ref. [6] and the above 
discussion that 
k#‘, D, 0) = deg(K , D, 0) # lo>. 
Hence, by Theorem l(b) in Ref. [6], there exists x,, E D such that 
TX, = 0. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 1 implies the validity of the following two corollaries. The 
first is the known classical result while the second appears to be a new 
result. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let X be a real Banach space with an oriented 
admissible scheme I’, = {Xn. , P,}. Let D C X be as in Theorem 1 and let 
C be a compact mapping of D into X such that T = I - C satisJies the 
hypothesis (Hla). Then there exists x0 E D such that TX, = 0 or 
cx, = x0 . 
Proof. Consider the continuous mapping 
H,(x) = j$ T(x) - & q-x) = x - C(x, t) (x E a t E LO, 111, 
where C(x, t) = (l/l + t) C(X) - (t/l + t) C(-x). It is obvious that 
since I is A-proper and C(x, t) is compact on B for each t E [0, 11, 
H,(x) is A-proper on D for each t E [0, 11. Furthermore, since T(D) is 
bounded and 
W) - H&) = (1 +&‘+ t) {T(x) + T(-x)} (x E a 4 s E 10, ll), 
it follows that H,(x) is continuous in t E [0, 11, uniformly for x in D. 
Hence Corollary 2.1 follows from Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 2.2. (a) Let X be a reflexive fl, spase, D C X as in 
Theorem 1 and also convex, C : B -+ X compact, and S : D -+ X a 
weakly continuous mapping such that 
ll~x--YII <!7llx-YYI (wa 4 < 1). (1) 
Suppose that T = I - S - C satisJies the hypothesis (Hla). Then there 
exists x0 E D such that TX, = 0. 
(b) Let X and C be as in (a), D = B(0, r), X* strictly convex, and 
S satisfy the condition (1). Suppose further that the duaZity mapping J 
of X into X* is weakly continuous. If T = I - S - C satisfies (Hla) of 
Theorem 1, then TX = 0 has a solution in D. 
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Proof. In view of Theorem 1, it suffices to show that for 
T = I - S - C the mapping 
Hi(x) = x - S(x, t) - C(x, t) 
( x E D, t E [O, I], S(x, t) = j& SW - j&SW) 
is A-proper for each t E [0, l] since it is clearly continuous in t, 
uniformly for x in D. Since the A-properness of a mapping is invariant 
under compact perturbations and C(x, t) is compact for each fixed 
t E [0, 11, it suffices to show that I - S(*, t) is A-proper on D for each 
fixed t in [0, I]. 
Now let (x,~ j x,< E Dni} be a sequence with {ni} an arbitrary sub- 
sequence of {n} so that for each fixed t E [0, l] 
xni - Sni(Xni ) t) = Xlti - 
1 
-Ls. .- 1 + t -tX% & “.,c--xnJi -ft 
for some ft E X. (*) 
Since B is a bounded weakly closed subset of a reflexive Banach space 
and (x~,} C B, we may assume without loss of generality that x,, -1 x,, 
for some x0 E D. 
I 
(a) Assume first that S is weakly continuous on D. Then it 
follows from this an the fact that X is a reflexive IT, space that 
pty --+y in X* for each y in X* and therefore 
&Q - &&%j 7 t) - x0 - qxo , t) = ft as i-t co. (**I 
Since for each t E [0, l] and x and y in D we have 
it follows that 
II x7Li - 8&ni 1 4 - (x0 - pnp(xo 9 t))ll 3 (1 - 4) II %zi - x0 II. 
In view of (*) and (* *), the passage to the limit in the above inequality 
as i-+ co implies that /I xmi - x,, II-+ 0. This and the continuity of S 
imply that I - S(*, t), and, consequently, that H,’ is A-proper. 
(b) Suppose now that X has a weakly continuous duality mapping 
J of X into X* and that S is strictly contractive on D but not weakly 
continuous. Let {x,~ 1 x,~ E nni} be a sequence so that for a given t in 
in [0, 11, the relation (*) holds. Since 1) P, 1) = 1 for all n and X* is 
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strictly convex, it is known [4] that P,* Jx = Jx for all x in X, and 
each n, and, therefore, if we let yn, = I( x0 1) P,,(x,,)/jl P,,x,, 11 with 
x0 = weak limi xni and L = I - S(*, t) we obtain the inequality 
Since L,.x,, -+g, L,,yn. -+ Lx, , and x,~ - ynf - x0 - x0 = 0, the 
weak con&ity of J implies that the right side of the above inequality 
converges to 0 as ni + co. Hence, I( x,< - yni (I--P 0 and, therefore, 
xnc -+ x0 in X since yn, -+ x0 . Thus, L and hence H,’ = I - S(*, t) - 
C(., t) is A-proper. This completes the proof of Corollary 2.2. 
Remark 2.1. We remark in passing that Corollary 2.2 (b) is 
certainly true for the @ spaces with 1 < h < co since these spaces are 
known to have weakly continuous duality mappings. 
Another consequence of Theorem 1 is the following new result. 
THEOREM 2. Let X, Y, and D be as in Theorem 1, T a continuous 
A-proper mapping of D into Y which is either bounded or such that 
(H2a) (1 T(x) + T(-x)[l < c for all x E D and some c > 0, 
and H,(x) defined by ( 01 is A-proper for each $xed t in [0, 11. Suppose ) 
further that there exists an odd mapping A of D into Y such that 
(H2b) )I TX - Ax I/ < )I Ax )/ for all x E fi. 
Then there exists x0 E D such that TX, = 0. 
Proof. First note that since the boundedness of T implies the 
validity of (H2a), it suffices to prove Theorem 2 for T satisfying (H2a). 
Now, in view of Theorem 1, we must show that under the conditions 
of Theorem 2 the mapping H,(x) defined by (a) is continuous in 
t E [0, 11, uniformly for x E D, and that T satisfies the hypothesis (Hla) 
of Theorem 1. 
Now since for all x in D and t and s in [0, I] 
the continuity of H,(x) in t E [0, 11, uniformly for x E D, follows from 
the above equality and the inequality (H2a). On the other hand, (Hla) 
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follows from the oddness of A and (H2b) since for all x E B and h in 
[0, l] we have 
II w - W--x)11 = II T(x) - A(x) - qq--x) - 4--x)) + (1 + 4 A(x)ll 
> (1 + A) II Ax II - II TX - Ax II - A II T(--x) - A(-x)ll 
> (1 + 4 II Ax II - II Ax II - X II Ax II = 0. 
Hence Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 1. 
Remark 2.2. The condition (H2a) is weaker than the boundedness 
condition on T and is satisfied, for example, when T is of the form 
T = L + M with Ma bounded mapping on D and L any odd mapping 
(in particular, a bounded or an unbounded linear mapping). 
An immediate corollary of Theorem 2 is the following result given 
in Ref. [12], which is essentially due to Leray and Schauder. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose Y = X and C is a compact map of B into 
X such that there exists a linear compact mapping L of X into X with the 
property that for some fixed X # 0 we have 
(H2c) I/ Cx - XLx /( < 11 x - hLx (1 for all Li = B (0, r). 
Then there exists x,, E B(0, r) such that Cx, = x0 . 
Proof. If in Theorem 2 we put Y = X, D = B(0, r), T = C - I, 
and A = I - U, then A is odd and T is a bounded continuous 
A-proper mapping of D into X such that for each t E [0, I] the mapping 
Hk4 = & T(-x) = C(x, t) - x (x E B, t E [O, 11) 
is A-proper and, of course, continuous in t E [0, l] uniformly for x in 
D. Moreover, the hypothesis (H2b) of Theorem 2 holds since, by 
(H~c), for all x in B we have 
/I TX - Ax 11 = 11 Cx - hLx I/ < II x - U 11 = I\ Ax I/. 
Hence Corollary 2.3 follows from Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let X, Y, and D be as in Theorem 1 and T a continuous 
A-proper mapping of D into Y for which (Hlb) of Theorem 1 holds. 
Suppose further that 
(H3a) TX # 0 and TX/II TX I( # T(-x)/11 T(-x)11 for aZZ x in D. 
Then for each given f in Y for which 
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(H3b) 1) TX 1) > llfll fog aZZ x in Ij 
the equation TX = f is feebly projectionally solvable in D (in particular, 
there exists x,, in D such TX, = f ). 
Proof. By our hypothesis, the mapping H,(x) defined by (cz) is 
A-proper for each fixed t E [0, l] and continuous, in t E [0, 11, 
uniformly for x in B. Furthermore, H,(x) # 0 for all t in [0, I] and all 
x in fi since the equality H&x,) = 0 (i.e., T(x,,) = t,T(--x0)) for some 
t, in [0, l] and some x0 in D would contradict (H3a) of Theorem 3. 
Now since H,(X) is an odd mapping of D into Y, Theorem l(e) in 
Ref. [6] implies that deg(H, , D, 0) # {O}. This and the homotopy 
theorem for the multivalued degree imply that 
de@‘, D, 0) = d&K,, D, 0) # (0). 
Now for a given f in Y satisfying (H3b), consider the map 
F,(x) = T(x) - tf (t E [O, 11, x E D). 
It follows that F,(x) is A-proper on D for each fixed t in [0, l] and 
continuous in t E [0, I], uniformly for x E D. Furthermore, (H3b) 
implies that 0 #F,(B) f or all t in [0, 11. Hence deg(F, , D, 0) is well- 
defined and is independent of t in [0, I]. Consequently, 
deg(J$ , D, 0) = deg(Fo, D, 0) = deg(T, D, 0) # {O), 
from which the assertion of Theorem 3 follows. 
3. ON MAPPINGS SATISFYING THE MODIFIED 
CONDITIONS (S) AND (S), 
Theorems I, 2, and 3 indicate the importance of finding sufficient 
conditions for a given continuous mapping T : D _C X -+ Y to satisfy 
(Hlb) of Theorem 1, i.e., to be such that the mapping 
is A-proper for each t in [0, l] and continuous in t E [0, 11, uniformly 
for x in D. In view of (/3), the uniform continuity condition of H,(x) 
is always satisfied when T satisfies the condition (H2a) and, in 
particular, when T is bounded. Thus, the main problem is to 
determine conditions on T which would imply the A-properness of 
H,(x) on D for each fixed t in [0, 11. 
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Theorems 4 and 5 below treat this problem for certain mappings 
satisfying the modiJied condition (S) introduced in Ref. [23] for balls 
which, as has been noted in Ref. [23], is a convenient modification of 
Browder’s condition (S) introduced in Ref. [2] for bounded continuous 
mappings T of X into X* and defined as follows: “T : X + X* 
satisfies condition (S) if for any sequence (x%} C X such that x, - x 
inXand(Tx, - TX, x, - x) -+ 0 we have x, -+ x in X.” It has been 
noted in Ref. [23] that when T is not bounded or when T maps D C X 
into Y f X* the condition (S) cannot be used directly to establish 
the A-properness of T and even less so of H,(x) without additional 
restrictive conditions. Proposition 3.1 below allows us to introduce 
the modified condition (S) (defined below) for continuous mappings 
defined on (bounded) convex subsets. This concept serves perfectly 
our purposes since, unlike condition (S), it requires the sequences 
{xn> C X to be such that x, E X, for each n and thus it relates essentially 
to finite-dimensional spaces X, of the given scheme r, , the fact 
which is embodied in the notion of an A-proper mapping. We add in 
passing that when Y = X* and T is a bounded continuous mapping of 
X into X* satisfying condition (S) (the case considered by Browder), 
then T also satisfies the modified condition (S) and consequently our 
results for continuous (not necessarily bounded) mappings T of D C X 
into Y satisfying the modified condition (S) will include the corre- 
sponding results of Browder obtained by him for simpler injective 
schemes. Theorem 6 treats this problem for a special subclass of 
continuous mappings satisfying the modified condition (S), viz., 
continuous mappings T of D _C X into Y of the modified type (S), , 
which bear the same relation to Browder’s mappings T of type (S), of 
X into X* as the modified condition (S) to condition (S). 
In this section we apply Theorem 1 to the study of the solvability 
of functional equations involving the above classes of mappings. 
3.1. Mappings of the modijied type (S) 
Proposition 3.1 below allows us to define and study the modified 
condition (S) for mappings defined on convex sets and not just on balls 
about the origin as was assumed in Ref. [23]. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let X be a Banach space with an admissible 
projectional scheme Is, = {X, , IfJ. Let D be an open bounded convex 
subset in X. Then to each x in D there correspond-s an integer N > 1 
(independent of x) and a sequence {y, 1 yn E X, n &, n 2 N} such that 
y,+xinXasn-+oo. 
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Proof. To prove Proposition 3.1 we first observe that if x and w are 
given points such that z E D and w E B, then AZ + (1 - A) o E D 
for each h E (0, 1). Indeed, since z E D, there exists a neighborhood 
B(0) of the origin such that x + B(0) CD and z + B(0) clearly 
contains z; further, since for w E B, every neighborhood of w intersects 
D, there exists a point w1 E D in the neighborhood w + (h/h - 1) B(0) 
of w. Now since D is convex, the open set B, = h(z+B(O)) + (1 - h)w, 
lies in D. Since (1 - A)(w - wi) E XB(O), k.2 + (1 - A) w = hz + 
(1 - X)(w - wl) + (1 - A) w1 E B, , i.e., hx + (1 - A) w E D for 
each h E (0, 1). 
Suppose now that x is any given point in D and let x be some point 
in D. Since D is open P,z --f x as n --t co, there exists an integer 
N >, 1 such that zN = PN(z) E D and P,(z) E D for each n >, N. For 
each n > N consider the number A, determined by A, = 
sup{h / h > 0, x, + X(P,(x) - xN) E D}. It follows that {A,} C (0, c) for 
some constant c > 0 and, because X, C X,,, for each n, that 
yn = z, + h,(P,(x) - zN) E B n X, for each n 3 N. Since 
P,} C (0, 4 th ere exists a subsequence {A,$} such that A,< -+A as 
as i-+co. It is obvious that h > 0 and that yn, = x, + 
A,i(pn,(x> - zN) - xN + A(x - xN) = y E B. We claim that h = 1 
and, therefore, x = y. Indeed, suppose first that h > 1; then the 
above observation for t = l/h < 1 implies that x = ty + (1 - t)zN E D, 
contradicting the fact that x lies in fi. If, on the other hand, we assume 
that A < 1, then again by the above observation y would lie in D, 
contradicting the fact that y E D. Thus, h = 1 and x = y. Finally, 
since by the above argument every convergent subsequence of (A,) 
converges to 1, it follows that the entire sequence {A,} converges to 1; 
hence, yfi --f x in X as n -+ cc. Q.E.D. 
Using Proposition 3.1 we now define the modified condition (S). 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let X be a reflexive Banach space, D a bounded 
open convex subset of X, T a continuous mapping of a into Y, and K 
a mapping of X into Y *. T is said to satisfy the modified condition 
(S) on D if for any sequence {x,< / x,~ E Xnj I? D} for which xni - x 
in a and(Tx,* - Tyni, K(x,~ - y,,)) - 0 we have x,~ - x as 
i - CO, where (y,, 1 yn, E Xn, n a} is a subsequence of a sequence 
{ym 1 yn E X,B) such that, for all sufficiently large n, yn = P,(x) if 
x E D (with P,(x) E D) and yn is given by Proposition 3.1 if x E B 
and clearly yn --f x in X. 
For a given x E B, a sequence {yn 1 yn E D n X,} determined by 
Proposition 1.3 such that yn - x will be referred to as an approximating 
sequence for x. 
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Another result which is related to Proposition 3.1 and which will 
prove to be useful in what follows is the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let r, be an admissible projectional scheme for the 
pair (X, Y) of Banach spaces and let D be a bounded open convex subset 
of X. Let T be a continuous mapping of D into Y, and let {xk} be a given 
sequence in D. Let {EIc} b e a sequence so that E, > 0 for each k and 
Ek -+ 0 as k -+ 00. Then to each k there corresponds a vector wntk) E 
X n(k) n D and an integer n(k) with n(k) --t KI as k --f 00 such that 
II xk - w,(k) II < i ad 11 TX, - Tw,(,) 11 < E, for each k. 
Proof. Let (xk} b e a sequence in D and (Ek} a sequence of reals 
such that Ek > 0 for each k and Ek -+ 0 as k -+ 00. Our proof is by 
mathematical induction. 
Consider the point xi E D. If x1 E D, then since P,(xl) -+ x1 in X 
and x1 is an interior point of D, there exists N1 > 1 such that 
IIP&l) - Xl II G 1 and P,(xJ E: D for all n 2 Nr . Now since T is 
continuous on B, TP,(xl) --f TX, and, therefore, there exists 6, > 0 
such that 11 TP,(x,) - TX, 11 < El whenever /I P,(xl) - x1 Ij < 6,. 
Choose N, > 1 so that (I P,xl - x1 11 < 6, when n > N, . If we define 
n(1) = max{N, , NJ, then I/ x1 - Pnwl II G 1 and II TX, - WM~ II < 
E, . If, on the other hand, x1 E Ij then, by Proposition 3.1, there exists 
a sequence (yn’ / yn’ E X, n B, n > N} such that yn’ -+ xi in X and 
hence 11 yn’ - xi 1) < 1 for all n 3 Na and some Na > N. Since, by the 
continuity of T, Ty,’ --+ TX, in Y, to a given E, > 0 there corre- 
sponds a 6,’ > 0 such that )I Tyn’ - TX, I/ < El whenever II yn’ - xl /I < 
6,‘. Choose N4 > N such that (1 yn’ - xi II < 6,’ when n > N4. Now 
if we define n(1) = max{N, , N4}, then I/ x1 - ybo, I( < 1 and 
\I TX, - TyXCI, )I < E, . Thus, defining 
%(l) = I 
Pn(DX1 if x1 G D with n(1) = max{N, , N,), 
Yn(l) if x1 E B with n(1) = maxiN , N4}, 
we obtain the looked for relations 
II x1 - in II G 1 and II TXI - Twno Ii < J% a 
Suppose that n(Z) and &n(r) ( un(r) E Xncrj n B} have been already 
chosen by the above procedure for 1 = k, i.e., such that 
II Xk - %(k) II G ; and II TX, - Tw,) II G -kc. w  
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To show that the same is true for I = K + 1 we note first that if 
x,,, E D, then there exists M1 > 1 such that 11 Pnxk+l - x~+~ 11 < 
l/K + 1 and Pnxk+l E D for all n > Ml and, by the continuity of T, to 
the given Bk+l > 0 there corresponds a &+i > 0 such 
that II Tx~+~ - TPnx~fl II < J%+~ if II xk+l - P,P~+~ II < 8k+l . Again 
choosing M, > 1 such that 1) xk+r - Pnxk+l 11 < a,+, when n > M2 
we see that for n(k + 1) = max(M, , Mz} we have the relation 
1 
IIf’n(~+~~xk+~ - xk+l II G ~+1 and II TX,+, - TPn(k+l)xk+l II < &+I . 
Similarly, if xk+l E A, Proposition 3.1 implies the existence of a 
sequence {m’ I ylz’ E X, n D, 1z >, N} such that yn’ + xk+i as n -+ co 
and hence 11 yn’ - xkfl II < l/k + 1 for all n > MS and some M3 > N. 
Since Ty%’ -+ Tx~+~ , there exists ai+, > 0 such that 1) Ty* - Tx~+~ II < 
Ek+l whenever 11 yn’ - xk+r 11 < ai+, . If we take M4 > N such that 
(I Ye’ - q,, II < a:+, when n > M4 and define n(k + 1) = 
max{M, , M,}, then we also have I/ x~+~ - J&+~) 11 < l/k + 1 and 
11 TX,,, - TY&+~) II < .$+i . Thus the sequences n(k) and 
{W&k) / w,(k) E X&) n D} for each k defined by 
%&d = I 
pn(k)% if xk ED with n(k) = max(M, , IM,}, 
Y;(k) if x, E a with n(k) = max{A& , M,}, 
have the properties specified by Proposition 3.2. Q.E.D. 
Using Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 we now prove the following useful 
result. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let D be a bounded open convex subset of a 
reflexive Banach space X, T a continuous mapping of B into Y, K a 
mapping of X into Y*, and K,a mapping of X, into Y,’ = R(Qn*) C Y * 
-for each n such that 
(C3a) (Q,g, I&x) = (g, Kx), Vx E X, , Qg E Y, and each n; 
(C3b) K is weakly continuous at x = 0 and K(0) = 0. 
Under the above conditions, the following two assertions are valid: If T is 
of the modzjied type (S) on D, then 
(a) T is A-proper on a; 
(b) T maps closed subsets of D into closed subsets of Y. 
Proof. (a) Let (xn> I x,, E Xn,_” B} be any sequence so that 
Tm,xn, --+ g for some g m Y. Since D is a bounded weakly closed set in 
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a reflexive space X and {x~,> C D, we may assume without loss of 
generality that xni - x in X with x E D. This and (C3a) imply that for 
each i 
lT% - Trni 3 K(xvzi - mi>> = (Tnlxn4 - QJyn, , K,Jx,< - y,,)). 
Since T is continuous and yni -+ x in X because {m} is an approxima- 
ting sequence, our conditions on r, imply that Qn,Tyn, + TX. Thus, 
Tnixnd - Q,/Tyni +g - TX and x+ - ymi - 0. Hence, by (C3b), the 
right side of the above equality approaches 0 and, therefore, 
GXi - TY,$ 3 Wx,, - Y,~)) + 0. Since T satisfies the modified 
condition (S), it follows that x,~ -+ x in X. Thus, the continuity of T 
and the properties of r, imply that TX = g, i.e., T is A-proper. 
(b) Let G be any closed subset of D and {xk) a sequence in G 
such that TX, +f in Y. Th en by Proposition 3.2, to each k there 
exists a vector am(k) E Xnck) n is and an integer n(k) with n(k) -+ CO 
such that 
II xk - w,(k) II d t and /I Txk - T%(k) II d -% - 0 as k + co. (j) 
It follows that Tw,(~J -+ f as k --t 00 and, therefore, by the properties 
Of r, 7 QnmT%dk) -+f as k -+ co. Since X is reflexive and n is 
bounded, we may assume without loss of generality that xk - x for 
some x in B. Let {ym 1 yn E X 17 07 be a sequence determined by 
Proposition 3.1 such that yn + x in X. Then since T is continuous and 
r, is admissible, QnckJTy,tk) -+ TX. Since, in view of (j), W&) - x and 
hence %dk) - Yn(k) - 0, the above observations and the conditions 
(C3a) and (C3b) imply that 
(T%(k) - Tyn(k) 9 K(wn(k) - Y&c))) 
= (Tnw~n(r) - Tn(lc)Yn(k) 9 K(wn(k) -Y&d) - 0 as k - co* 
Since T satisfies the modified condition (S), it follows that wntk) + x 
as k -+ 00. But then (j) implies that xk + x and therefore, since G is 
closed and T is continuous, x E G and TX, -+ TX = f, i.e., T(G) is a 
closed set in Y. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.1. Proposition 3.3. (a) was first proved in Ref. [23] for 
D = B(0, r) under stronger conditions on X and K. 
Our first result in this section which exhibits sufficient conditions 
for H,(x) to be A-proper is the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 4. Let X and Y be Banach spaces with X rejexive, D a 
bounded convex open subset of X which is symmetric about the origin, and 
0 E D, T a continuous mapping of D into Y, K a map of X into Y*, and 
K, a map of X, into Y,’ such that the conditions (C3a) and (C3b) of 
Proposition 3.3 hold. Suppose also that: 
(H4a) T satisfies the modified condition (S) on D; 
(H4b) There exists a compact map C of D into Y and a functionalf 
of X into reals R1 such that f (urn) --+ 0 whenever (un 1 u, E X,} is a 
sequence so that u, - 0 in X and such that for all x and y in X, n D and 
each n 
(TX - Ty, K(x - y)) + (Cx - CY, K(x - Y)) + f(x - Y> 2 0. (Y) 
Then for each fixed t in [0, l] the mapping 
Ht(4 = j& T(x) - & T(-4 (t E [O, 11, x E D) (4 
is A-proper on D. 
Proof. In view of Proposition 3.3, it suffices to show that for each 
t E (0, 11, the continuous mapping H,(x) satisfies the modified 
condition (S) on D. 
Let (x,$ 1 x,$ E X%, n D} be a sequence so that xmI - x in D and 
ai, = (_HhJ - fft(y,,h WBj - Y,)) - 0, where {m, I ynj E 
Xm, n D} and~,~ -+ x in X. It follows from the definition of H,(x) that 
for x& = -x,~ , yk, = -yn, , and (Y = l/l + t for t E (0, l] we get 
for each j 
t a? = G’kj - Trnj, Khj - m,)) + t4Tyizj - TX:, , K(Y;, - 4aj)). 
Since x,, -x andy,,-+x, x,.-yy,,-0 and xk,-y&-O, and 
therefore, the compactness of C implies the existence of a subsequence 
(x~,(~,} such that CX~,~~) -+g for some g in Y and therefore 
cwx%~k~ - g. Thus, the continuity of C, the properties of r, , and 
conditions (C3a) and (C3b) imply that 
C nj(kJ iS (“nj(k) - ‘Ynj(k) ) K(Xmj(*) -Ynj(*)>> --j O 
and, of course at IErtr) - 0. Similarly, since {x&,} is bounded and C 
compact, there exists a further subsequence of {xkj(J which we also 
denote by {x&J such that Cx&) -+ h for some h in Y and 
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cmj& 4aj@) --+ h in 
X I) -+ 0. Also, 
Xy(?he conditions 
fAj(k) = f(Y:,(, - 
Y. Hence, ckjoc, = (CY~,(,, - 
since xm,(*) - yn (k) - 0 and y’ 
on f imply that! fmltij - f (x,,~) - 
x&J -+ 0. Now for each k, put 
and 
Y&k, = vr:,,,, - Tx:,(B, 7 K(Y’ *SW - 4z,,,,N* 
Our supposition concerning {a&,, } and the above properties of {c,(,}, 
{c&}, { fittoJ, and { fA,(,)} imply that for each fixed t in (0, 1 J 
z 4m,fkj + c~,,~) + fnj,,,) + t4f& + ckjck, +f6,,,,> -+ 0 as k -+ 00. 
Since, by VW, P~,(+.. = mjcr) + c,,(,) + fn,(*) 2 0 and pijck) = 
rk + "kk, + f&m b 0 for each k and gi,(*. = a~~,(~. + tapLjtkj -+ 0, 
we see that p”,(,) --f 0 and j&) -+ 0 as k -+ co. This and the fact that 
C no ---f 0 and f,,,, --f 0 show that 
(T%j,lc, - TYTzj,k, 9 K(X7Zj(*) - YTZj(k,>) = ‘TSj(k) = PTlj(k) - ‘TZj(*) -fTZj(k) + O 
as k -+ 00. Since T satisfies the modified condition (S) it follows that 
X 1Z,(tj -+ x in X, i.e., H,(x) satisfies the modified condition (S). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that all conditions of Theorem 4 are satis$ed 
except for the hypotheses (H4a) and (H4b), which are replaced by the 
hypothesis: 
(H5) There exists a compact mapping C of D into Y and a functional 
f of Xinto R1 withf(0) = 0 w zc is weakly upper semicontinuous at h’h
x = 0 (i.e., if zj - 0 in X, then limi sup f (zj) <f (0)) and such that 
for each su@%ttly large n 
(TX - Ty, K(x - y)) + (Cx - CY, K(x -Y)) +f(x -Y) 
3 411 x - Y II> X,y~xnnn (4 
where c(r) is a continuous function of R+ into Rf such that r -+ 0 whenever 
c(?-) -+ 0. 
Then H,(x) giwen by (a!) is A-proper for each t E [0, 11. 
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Proof. In view of Proposition 3.3, it suffices to show that the 
continuous mapping H,(x) satisfies the modified condition (S) for eack 
t in [0, I]. 
Case 1. t = 0. Let (x,~ 1 x,~ E X%, n D} be a sequence so that 
x,/ .- x in X and for H,,(x) = T(x) we have d,, 5 (TX%, - Ty,, , 
Kk, - m,)) -+ 0. Just as before, we may assume that CX,~ -+g for 
some g in Y. Since x,, - yni - 0 in X and, by (H5), 
the properties of C, f and 
the above inequality yields 
(d,} imply that the passage to the limit in 
lily SUP 41 x,, - yn, II) d 0 4 0 + lim supf(xnj -m,> <f(O) = 0. 
Since c(jj x,, - yn, 11) > 0 for each j, it follows that limi ~(11 x~, - 
yn, 11) = 0, from which we obtain the convergence x,, -+ x in X. 
Hence H,, (= T) satisfies the modified condition (S). 
Case 2.0 < t < 1. Let (x,, 1 x,, E Xn, n a} be a sequence so that 
x,, - x in X and a;, = (Ht(x,,) - Hf(yn,), K(x,, - yn,)) -+ 0 for 
each fixed t E (0.11. Using the same notation and arguments as in the 
proof of Theorem 4, we see that, in view of (T), we get 
Since at.,, - 0, cnIt,) - 0, c&S -+ 0, and x,,(~) - Y~,~) - 0, and 
XT -Y& - 0 as K ---t co, similar arguments as those used in Case1 
ir$iy thatf )I x,,(~) - ynjck, 1) + 0 and therefore, x,,(~) + x in X, i.e., 
H,(x) satisfies the modified condition (S). Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.2. A special case of Theorem 5 was obtained in Ref. 
[26] for the case when D = X, Y = X*, K = I, T is a bounded 
continuous mapping of X into X*, f(x) is weakly upper semi- 
continuous at each x in X, and the inequality (q) holds for all x and y 
in Y. We add in passing that for this special situation Theorem 3 has 
been also proved in Ref. [26]. 
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3.2. Mappings of the modiJed type (S), 
In Ref. [3] Browder applied the theory of the generalized degree 
developed in Ref. [6] t o a special class of bounded continuous 
mappings, mappings of type (S), , T of D c‘ X to X* which are 
A-proper with respect to injective schemes. The latter class is a 
subclass of mappings satisfying condition (S) and has been defined in 
Ref. [3] as follows: 
If D is an open bounded convex subset of a reflexive space X and T 
is a continuous mapping of B into X*, then T is said to be of type (S), 
on D if for any sequence {xj> C B for which 
xj - x in D and liJm sup( TX, - TX, xj - x) < 0, we have xj -+ x in X. 
It was shown in Ref. [3] that continuous mappings of type (S), form 
a convex set and, in particular, H,(x) given by (a) is A-proper for each 
t E [0, I] if T is also bounded and D is also symmetric about 0 E D. 
This fact was then used in Ref. [3] to obtain a number of interesting 
results for bounded continuous mappings of type (S), as well as for 
a broader class of pseudomonotone mappings first introduced and 
studied by Brezis [I]. It turns out that when a continuous mapping 
T : D C X -+ Y is not bounded or when Y # X*, then in order to 
establish the A-properness of T and of W,(x) one has to modify the 
condition (S), in a way which is similar to the modification of condi- 
tion (S). This modification is in consonance with and takes full 
advantage of the various elements defining the notion of an A-proper 
mapping. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let T be a continuous mapping of the closure of 
a bounded open convex subset D of X into Y and K a mapping of X 
into Y*. T is said to be a mapping of the modified type (S), on D if 
for any sequence {x,~ 1 x,, E Xm* n D} for which x,~ - x in X for 
some x E D and limj sup(Tx,? - Tyn5 , K(xnj - yn,)) < 0, we have 
x,, ---t x in X. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. The class of continuous mappings of the modified 
type (S), forms a convex subset of mappings satisfying the modified 
condition (S). 
Proof. The fact that a continuous mapping of the modified type 
(S)+ satisfies the modified condition (S) follows trivially from its 
definition. To prove the convexity of the class, let Tl and T, be any 
two mappings of the modified type (S), and for each fixed 01 E (0, 1) 
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and all x in D let T(x, a) = (1 - a) T,(x) + aTa( Let (xmj 1 xn, E 
Dmi} be a sequence so that xnj - x in X for some x in D and 
limi s~p(T(x,~ , a) - T(ynj , 01), K(x,$ - y,,)) < 0 for each fixed 
01 E (0, 1). Since for a: E (0, l), 01 and (1 - a) are positive and 
(Wn3 f 4 - T(ynj 3 4 K(xnj -m,>) 
= (1 - 4(TdxnJ - UY~J, +nj -m,N 
+ G”kQ - UY,J Wnj - m,)), 
the last equality implies that for an infinite subsequence which we take 
again to be {ni} we have either 
“3” sup(Tl(x,J - Tdy,J, K(xnj - m,)> d 0 
or 
ligm su~G"dx,~) - Tz(ynJ, Wxmj -m,)> d 0. 
In either case, x,, +x as j -+ co, i.e., T(x, cz) is of the modified type 
(S), for each 01 E [0, 11. 
Our next proposition shows that the results of Browder obtained 
in Ref. [3] for bounded continuous mappings T from D _C X to X* of 
types (S) and (S)+ and obtained by him for injective schemes will be 
deducible as special cases of the analogous results for continuous 
mappings T from D _C X to Y of the modified types (S) and (S), for 
the case when Y = X* and K = I. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let D = B(0, r) C X, K a mapping of X into Y* 
and K, a mapping of X, into Y,’ = R(Q,*) such that the conditions 
(C3a) and (C3b) of Proposition 3.3 hold. Suppose also that K is onto, 
K(tx) = tkK(x), x E X, t > 0, and some integer k > 1, and K is 
uniformly continuous on D. 
If T is a bounded continuous mapping of D into Y which is of type (S) 
(or type (S),) on D, then T is also of the modiJied type (S) (or the mod$ed 
type (S),) on D. 
Proof. Suppose first that T is a bounded continuous mapping of 
B = B(0, r) into Y of type (S). Let {xn, / x~, E Xn, IT D} be a sequence 
for which 
xnj - x with x E D and (TX,] - Tynj , K(x,~ - m,)) + 0, (*) 
where (y,, 1 yn, E X%, n D} is the sequence given in Definition 3.1 
such that ynj -+ x as j-t co. (Note that in the case when D = B(0, r) 
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we can take, e.g., {y,J to be given by yn, = (11 x \[)(I\ Pn,x I\)--‘P,,x). 
First observe that since T is continuous on D, yn, -+ x, and 
- 0, it follows from (C3b) that (Ty,. , K(x - y )) -+ 0. 
?hi,at?l (*) imply that (TX, , K(x - y .)f--+ 0. %nce %(tx) = 
tkK(x), x E X, t > 0, and (x,j), lr,J azd x a:; in D for each j we have 
(TX,, 3 %lj - 4) = (Tx7$ 3 ~~~,j - Yn,)> 
+ w7k j , m(%j - x)) + K(B(xnj - Ynj))) (El 
with the elements +(xnj - x) and *(x,$ - y%,) lying in D = B(0, r) 
for each j. Now for each t > 0, define the function I/I(~) by 
W) = SUP{II EC - KY II I II x -Y II 9 t, x, y E Q. 
Since K is uniformly continuous on D, the function I/I(~) is non- 
decreasing in t, +(t) --+ 0 as t -+ 0, and 
II I& - KY II d 5411 x -Y II) for x,yED. t**> 
Since &(x,, - x) and 4(x,, -. yn,) lie in n and T is bounded, it follows 
from (**) that for some M > j( TX,, 1) we have 
IVxn, 9 mxn, - 4) - w&%j - m,>>)l G ~WJ II Ynj - x II> + 0 
as j 4 00 for )I yn, - x Ij ---f 0. In view of this and the fact that 
(TX?%, ? K(xnj - Yn,>) --+ 0, the equality (E) implies that (TX,, , 
KG%, - x))-+O as j-t 00. Similar arguments also show that 
(TX, WTL, 
TX, K(x,, 
- 2)) -+ 0 as i -+ 00, Consequently, xlzr - x and (TX,, - 
- x)) -+ 0. Since, by assumption, T satisfies condition (S), 
it follows that xni -+ x as j---t co, i.e., T also satisfies the modified 
condition (S). 
Using the same arguments and conditions on T and K one shows 
that if {x,, 1 x,, E Xn, n D} is a sequence so that x,, - x E D and 
lim sup(Tx,, - Tynj , K(x,, - Y,J) < 0, 
then we also have the relation 
lim sup(Tx,, - TX, K(x,, - x) < 0 
from which, since T is of type (S), , we conclude that x,, + x in X 
asj -+ co, i.e., T is also of the modified type (S), . Q.E.D. 
Now when D is a bounded open convex subset of X which is 
symmetric about 0 E D and when T is a mapping of the modified type 
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(S), on D, then so is the mapping T’ of B into Y defined by T’(x) = 
- T( -X) for all x in D and so the consequence of Propositions 3.3 and 
3.4 is the following useful result. 
THEOREM 6. Let D be a bounded open convex set in X which is 
symmetric about 0 E D and let T be a continuous mapping of D into Y, 
K a mapping of X into Y* and K, a mapping of X, into Y,’ such that 
(C3a) and (C3b) of Proposition 3.3 hold. If T is a mapping of the modafied 
type (S), on D, then the mapping H,(x) of D x [0, l] to Y defined 
by (u) is A-proper on D for each fixed t in [0, I]. 
We can now apply Theorems 1, 2, and 3 to mappings T satisfying 
the conditions of either Theorem 4,5, or 6. Thus, as an example of the 
useful applicability of Theorem 1, we formulate the following new 
result. Theorems 2 and 3 have similar applications to the above 
mappings. 
THEOREM 7. Let X and Y be Banach spaces with X reflexive and 
with an oriented admissible scheme I’, . Let D be as in Theorem 6 and let T 
be a continuous mapping of D into Y such that 
(H2a) )I T(x) + T(-x)11 < c for all x E D and some c > 0, 
K a mapping of X into Y* and K, a mapping of X, into Y,’ such that 
(C3a) and (C3b) of Proposition 3.3 hold. Suppose that 
(Hla) TX # hT(-x) for all x E D and all h E [0, 11. 
Suppose further that T has any one of the following properties: 
(H7a) T fulfiZls the hypotheses (H4a) and (H4b) of Theorem 4; 
(H7b) T fulfills the hypothesis (H5) of Theorem 5; 
(H7c) T is of the modiJed type (S), ; 
(H7d) T is bounded and the type (S), on D with D and K satisfying 
the conditions of Proposition 3.5. 
Then, in either case, there exists x,, E D such that TX, = 0. 
Proof. Let T have any one of the properties (H7a), (H7b), (H~c), 
or (H7d). Then the continuous mapping H,(x) of Dx[O, l] to Y given 
by (CX) is A-proper for each fixed t in [0, 11. This follows from either 
one of Theorems 4, 5, or 6 depending on the property T is assumed 
to have. Since for each x in D 
fw - fw = (1 +ssj$+ q w-4 + v-x>> for all t, s E [0, 11, 
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our condition (H2a) implies that H,(x) is also continuous in t E [0, 11, 
uniformly for x in D. Thus, in view of this and our condition (Hla), 
Theorem 7 follows from Theorem 1. 
Remark 3.3. In view of Proposition 3.5, Theorem 17.6 in Ref. [3] 
for maps T of D C X to X* follows as a special case of our Theorem 7 
for T having property (H7d). 
3.3. Special cases and remarks 
In this section we consider briefly some special cases of the theory 
developed in the preceding sections by specifying the spaces Y and Y, 
and the operators T, K, and K, . 
A. Projection Schemes for Mappings from X to X* 
In what follows we assume that X is a real reflexive 17, space. To 
deduce the corresponding results for mappings T : D C X -+ X” from 
those obtained in the preceding sections we set Y = X* and then 
observe that if we let Qn = P%*, Y, = X,’ = R(P,*), then it is 
known that in this case the projectional scheme r,* = (X, , X,‘, 
P, , P,*) for the pair (X, X*) is admissible. Since X is reflexive and 
Y = X*, Y* = X and hence the simplest choices for K and K, are 
K = I: X-+X and K,, = 1,: X,-+X, (=Y,’ = R(P,)), where 
I and I, denote the identities in X and X, , respectively. 
Clearly, K and K, thus chosen satisfy trivially all the conditions used 
in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, Consequently, all the results obtained in the 
preceding sections are valid for mappings T of D C X to X* provided, 
of course, that they satisfy the corresponding conditions. 
In this section we mention explicitly only those special cases which 
in some way are related to analogous results obtained by other authors 
for this class of mappings. 
A corollary of Proposition 3.3 is the following result. 
COROLLARY 3.1. If D is a bounded open convex subset of X and T is 
a continuous mapping of D into X* which is of the modified type (S), 
then T is A-proper and T maps every closed subset G of ii into a closed set 
T(G) in Y. 
Remark. 3.4. For mappings T from D C X to X* Proposition 3.5 
is valid for an arbitrary bounded open convex subset D of X. Hence 
Browder’s Theorem (17.3) in Ref. [3] for bounded continuous 
mapping T of type (S) follows from Corollary 3.1. 
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Remark 3.5. Theorem 4 appears to be new even in this special 
case T : D _C X-+ X* while Theorem 5 has been proved for this case 
by Pokhodjayev [26] under the additional conditions that T is bounded, 
D = X, f(x) is weakly continuous at each x in X, and the inequality 
(q) in the hypothesis (H5) holds for all x and y in X. 
The basic result for the mappings T : D C X+ X* which is a 
corollary of Theorem 7 is the following general theorem. 
THEOREM 7A. Let X be a real reflexive& space, D a bounded open 
convex subset of X which is symmetric about 0 E D, T a continuous 
mapping of D into X* such that 
(H7A) TX # XT(-x) vx E ri, VA E [O, 11; 
WW II T(x) + T(--x)11 d c VxEiiandsomec>O. 
Suppose further that T satisfies any one of the following conditions: 
(H7C) T is of modified type (S) on D and the hypothesis (H4b) for 
K = I of Theorem 4 holds; 
(H7D) T is of type (S) on D, bounded, and (H4b) of Theorem 4 
holds for K = I and Y = X*; 
(H7E) T satis$es the hypothesis (H5) of Theorem 5 for K = I and 
Y = x*; 
(H7F) T is of the modified type (S), on D; 
(H7G) T is bounded and of type (S), on B. 
Then, in either case, there exists x0 E D such that TX, = 0. 
Remark 3.6. The hypothesis (H7B) is certainly true if T is 
bounded. In this case the assumption of boundedness in (H7D) and 
(H7G) is superfluous. Theorem 7A for T satisfying the condition 
(H7G) was obtained in Ref. [3]. 
B. Projection Schemes for Mappings from X to X 
In what follows we also assume that X is a real reflexive fli space 
with X* strictly convex. To deduce the corresponding results for 
mappings T : D C X +X we set Y = X and take as our scheme 
pm = {&a, J’s), h’ h w ic is admissible since X is a17, space. Since X is 
reflexive and Y = X, it follows that Y* = X* and therefore, one 
possible and useful choice for K : X 4 X* and K, : X, -+ X,’ = 
R(P,*) is to take K = J : X + X* and K, = P,* J Ix, : X, --+ X,‘, 
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where J is the single-valued duality mapping of X into X* defined by 
J(0) = 0 and for x # 0 by 
lx = b I w  E x*> (WY 4 = II CJJ II * II x IO II OJ II = l-411 x II)> (Jo) 
with p a continuous strictly increasing function of R+ to R+ such that 
do) = 0 and l-4 r -+ co as r -+ co. In what follows we shall assume ) 
that p(r) = yk, where k (>, 1) is some fixed integer. It is known [3,4] 
that under our assumptions on X and X*, J is a bounded demi- 
continuous single-valued mapping of X onto X* which is odd, 
positively homogeneous of order k, and such that 
P,“Jx = Jx Qx E X, and each n. 
Furthermore, J is a monotone mapping on X since 
(1) 
(lx-- lxx-Y) ~OL~ll~ll~-~~llrII~)~Il~ll -llrII) Qx,yeX. 
The basic assumptions on K and K, in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 
required them to satisfy condition (C3a) and that K be weakly 
continuous at x = 0 with K(0) = 0. Now for K = J and K, = 
Pn*J Ix,., the validity of (C3a) follows from (I) while (C3b) is certainly 
true if J is weakly continuous. The latter property holds, in particular, 
if X is either a Hilbert space or the Banach space Zp with 1 < p < 00. 
Proposition 3.5 for mappings T of D C X into X suggests that for 
Theorem 7 to be valid for T satisfying the hypothesis (H7d) for 
D = B(O,7) we need the uniform continuity of K on D which, since 
we have chosen K = J, implies that we need J to be uniformly 
continuous on D. This is provided by the following proposition which 
is a slight generalization of the result due to Kato [lo] for K = 1. Our 
proof follows essentially the arguments of Ref. [lo] and we give all the 
details for the sake of completeness. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. If X* is uniformly convex, then J is single-valued 
and uniformly continuous on any bounded set of X, i.e., for each E > 0 
andc>Oth~eisaS>OsuchthatIIxI)<c,(jzII<c,and/Ix-yIj <6 
imply II lx - Jr II < E. 
Proof. It suffices to show that the assumptions 
II XVI I -=I c> II Yn II < c> II %h -Y,II~~,I/J~,-JJ~,~~>,~~~~, n=LZ..., 
lead to contradiction. If x, -+ 0, then yn -+ 0 and therefore 1) Jx, II = 
41 x7& II) -CL(O) = 0 and II Jm II = 411 yn II) -+ 0. Hence II lx, - 
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jy% (I-+ 0, a contradiction. Thus, we may assume that (1 x, jl > (Y > 0, 
replacing the given sequence by a suitable subsequence if necessary. 
Then, since (1 x, - yn (I + 0, 11 yn /I > 42 for all sufficiently large n. 
Set U, = x,/l] x, /I and v, = m/II yn II. Then II u, II = II v, II = 1 and 
u, - v, = % II Yn II - Yn II %I II = (%I - Yn) II Yn II + (Ilrn II - II *?a Ilh 
II xn II II Yn II II *?a II II Yn II 
so that 1) U, - V~ I/ < 2(/j x, II)-’ I/ x, - yn I/ --f 0 as n -+ co. 
Since II 1%. II = Al u, II) = ,+I and II Jvn II = dll v, II) = 141) we 
obtain 
@,a , Ju, + Jvn) = hz 3 Jd + @n 9 Jvn> + @+ - vn 9 J4 
b Al) + 4) - II 4s - vn II l-4) - 34). 
Hence lim inf 11 Jun + Jv, jl > lim inf(u, , Jun + Jvn) > 2~(1) while, 
since 
II Jum + Jvn II < II Jun II + II Jvn II G &4)> 
lim sup II Ju, + Jv,, II < &(I). 
Thus lim (1 Ju, + Jv,/2 (1 = p(1). Since I( Ju, I[ = [j Jv, II = ~(1) and 
X* is uniformly convex, it follows that (( Ju, - Jv, I( + 0. Now since 
J is positively homogeneous of order K > 1, it follows that J(x,) = 
JOI x, II u,> = II x, Ilk JW9 J(YA = Ilyn Ilk JW, and therefore, 
Jxn - Jrn = It ~,a Ilk (Jun - Jvn) + (II xn Ilk - II ylz II”) JG . 
Since (11 x, [I> and {II yn II} are bounded, Ju, - Jv, --+ 0, 
I II %I II - IlYn II I G II %a -Yn II -+ 0, 
and 
(7-1 
11 x, Ilk - IIYn Ilk = (Ii xn I !  - IIYn iI> (jl 11 xk Ilk-i IIYk ,,,)> 
it follows that the right side in (t) approaches 0 as n -+ co, i.e., 
Jxn - Jyn -+ 0 as n -+ co, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
The above discussion implies that if X is a reflexivel7r space with 
X* strictly convex and with a weakly continuous duality mapping J 
of X into X* given by (Jo) for ~(1) = rk and T is a continuous mapping 
of D C X into X, then all the results of Sections 3.1 and 3.2 hold for 
this mapping provided, of course, that T satisfies the corresponding 
conditions. For the corresponding Proposition 3.5 and Theorem 7 for 
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T satisfying (H7d) to hold for mappings from D C X to X we need to 
assume additionally that X* is uniformly convex. To the best of my 
knowledge, all the above results for the mappings T of D _C X to X of 
types (S) and (S)+ , and of the modified type (S) and (S), , are new. 
4. ON MAPPINGS HAVING THE pm PROPERTY 
In Ref. [23] the author studied various conditions under which a 
given K-monotone mapping is A-proper and then used these results 
to obtain a number of approximation and existence results for 
equations involving such mappings. We recall (see Refs. [I 1,231) that 
if T is a mapping of D C X into Y and K is a mapping of X into Y*, 
then T is said to be K-monotone on D if for all x, y E D, (TX - Ty, 
K(x - y)) 2 0. S ince the class of K-monotone mappings includes, as 
its subclasses, the monotone mappings (when Y = X* and K = I) 
and the accretive mappings (when Y = X and K = J), from our 
results on K-monotone mappings we were able to deduce in a 
constructive fashion certain known as well as some new results for 
these special subclasses. In Ref. [l] B rezis generalized certain results 
valid for monotone mappings to a more general class of pseudo- 
monotone mappings T of D C X to X* introduced in Ref. [l] while 
in Ref. [3] B rowder, utilizing the multivalued degree theory for 
continuous A-proper mappings [6], obtained further results for 
bounded continuous pseudomonotone mappings. We add that 
pseudo-monotone mappings introduced by Brezis [l] were given in 
terms of filters while those used here involve only sequences. However, 
since X is reflexive and necessarily separable the results of Brezis 
are also valid for bounded pseudo-monotone mappings as defined here. 
In this section we apply the results of the preceding section to 
obtain sharper results for continuous mappings T : D C X -+ Y 
which have the pm property defined below. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let X be a reflexive Banach space, D a bounded 
convex subset of X, T a continuous mapping of D into Y, and K a 
mapping of X into Y *. T is said to have the pm property on D if for 
any sequence (x,, 1 x,$ E Xn, n iI} for which 
xnj - x in D and lim ~up(Tx,~ - Ty,, , K(x,~ - y,J) d 0, 
i 
we have the relation 
(TX, K(x - v)) < liy inf(Txnj , K(xaj - v,,>) for each v  in D, (pm) 
where {zI,, / vnj E Xm, n n> is determined for each ZI in D in the same 
way as the sequence (ynj / yn, E Xm, n D} for x E D in Definition 3.1. 
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The pm property of T is related to the following condition, which 
in analogy with Ref. [l] we shall refer to as of type (PKM). 
A continuous mapping T of D into Y is said to be of type (PKM) on 
D if for any sequence {z& C D for which zi - x in X and lim, sup( Tzj, 
K(zj - z)) < 0 we have 
(72, K(.z - v)) < IiF inf(Tq , K(q - v)) Vv E D. WI 
In general, a K-monotone mapping will not be of type (PKM) if K is 
nonlinear. A subclass of the class of type (PKM) mappings which 
includes K-monotone mappings for certain K will be referred to as 
pseudo-K-monotone. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let D be a bounded open convex subset of X, T a 
continuous map of D into Y, and K a demicontinuous mapping of X into 
Y*. Then the class of continuous mappings T with the pm property on B 
includes: 
(a) Continuous mappings T of the modified type (S), ; 
(b) Bounded continuous of type (PKM) mappings T provided we 
additionally assume that D = B(0, r) and K and K, satisfy also the 
conditions of Proposition 3.5. 
Proof. (a) Let T be a continuous mapping of D into Y which is of 
the modified type (S), . Let {xn, 1 xnj E X%, n ir> be a sequence so that 
xej - x with x E D and lim sup(Tx,, - Ty,,, , K(xn, - y,J) < 0, 
where ( yn, j yn, E Xm, n D} is the sequence given by Proposition 3.1. 
Since T is of the modified type (S)+ , x,, ---t x in X. Hence, by the 
continuity of T, TX,, -+TxinY.Sincenowx,.-vv,,-+x-vinX 
for any v in D and K is demicontinuous, it foll6ws that 
(TX, K(x - v)) = liF(Tx,, , K(xnj - vn,)) = IiF inf(G+ , K(x,$ - v,,>) 
for any v in D, where {vn, 1 v,, E X%, A D> is the corresponding 
sequence given by Proposition 3.1 such that v,, -+ v in X for each 
v E B. Thus, T has the pm property on D. 
(b) Suppose now that T is a bounded continuous of type (PKM) 
mapping of D = B(O, r) C X into Y and that K is uniformly 
continuous on D. Let (xn, 1 x~, E Xn, /I D} be a sequence so that 
xn, - x with x E D and lim sup(Tx,, - Tyn, , K(xni - yN,)) < 0. 
j GY) 
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TO derive the (pm) inequality, note first that since yn, --+ x in X and 
- y - 0 in X, the continuity of T, the properties of r, , and the 
$pothe?es (C3a) and (C3b) imply that lim.( Ty,, , K(x,, 
In view of this, the relation (#) implies thit 
- m,)) = 0. 
lim sup( TX,, , K(xnj - yn,)) < 0. MY) 
Since, for each v in D = .@O, r), our conditions on K imply that 
(Txnj > qx?aj - v)) = mz, , G%j - v,,)) 
+ Wkf7 &Hxl,j - v)> - Q(x,, - Q)) 0) 
with &xnl. - v) and &x,~ - vnj) lying in B for each j and, as in the 
proof of Proposition 3.5, 
Iw%, 9 w%z, - 4) - W%, - Q))l d M#(* II vnj - 21 II) - 0 (ii) 
as j -+ cc, the equality (i) for v = x and the inequality (##) imply 
that 
IiF sup(Tx,, , K(x,~ - x)) S l$n sup(Tx,, , K(xnj - m,)) < 0. 
Hence, since T is of type (PKM) we have 
(TX, K(x - V) < lim inf(Tx,, , K(x,, - v)) VVED. 
3 
Now using again the relations (i) and (ii), the last inequality implies 
that 
(TX, K(x - w)) < liy inf(Tx,, , K(xaj - v,J) vv E D, 
i.e., T has the pm property on B. Q.E.D. 
It was noted above that a K-monotone mapping need not be 
of type (PKM) if K is nonlinear. However, if we assume that for each 
fixed u in n, the functional F(u, V) = (Tu, KU) satisfies the J 
inequality in v E X (see Ref. [23]), i.e., 
0, acv + WI) B He, 4 + F(% WI} for all w, er in X, (J) 
then a K-monotone mapping will also be a pseudo-K-monotone 
mapping. In fact, the following proposition is valid. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let T be a K-monotone mapping of D into Y and 
K a weakly continuous mapping of X into Y* such that K(tx) = tK(x) 
Vx E X and Vt E [0, i], F(u, v) = (Tu, Kv) satisfies the J inequality in v 
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for each jixed u in B and ( Txng , K(x - x,,)) -+ 0 whenever 
(Txnj 9 Kc%, - x)) -+ 0. If T is also demicontinuous in D, then T is 
pseudo-K-monotone on D. 
Proof. Let {xn,) C D be any sequence so that xnj - x with x E D 
and lim, sup( TX,, , K(x,$ - x)) < 0. We want to show that under our 
conditions on T and K, the latter relations imply the validity of the 
inequality 
(TX, K(x - 57)) < IiF inf( TX, j , K(xn, - w)) for all V in D. 
To show this, first note that, by the K-monotonicity of T, we have 
(TX, K(xnj - 4) < (Txnj, +nj - 4). (*I 
Since x,$ - x - 0 and K is weakly continuous with K(0) = 0, it 
follows that (TX, K(x,, - x)) --f 0 and therefore, by (*) we get 
0 < limi inf(Tx,$ , K(xnj - x)). Consequently, limj(Txmj , K(x,~ - 
x)) = 0. Let v be any element in D. Then by the K-monotonicity of T, 
(TV, K(xnj - 4) < (Tx,aj , K(xn j- v>) VVEE. 
Since, for fixed x, 
i- 
E D, the functional 
satisfies the J inequa rty in w, it follows that 
F(x,~ , w) = ( TxSi , Kw) 
(%zj, K(xnj - 4) = W’xnj , K(&(x, j- $)) 
= Wx,, , %w7Lj - 4 + (3 - fm) 
d (Txwj, K(x,, - x)) + ( Tx,~ , K(x - v)) for all v in n. 
This and the relation limi(Tx,j , K(x,$ - x)) = 0 imply that 
lim inf(Tx*, , K(xnj - ZJ)) < liJm inf( TX,, , K(x - v)) 
i 
for all er E D. 
Since (TV, K(x,, - v)) ,< ( Tx,~ , K(x,~ - v)) for any v in D, the last 
inequality and the weak continuity of K imply that 
( Tu, K(x - v)) < IiF inf( TX,, , K(x - v)) for each v in D. 
Let z be any given element in D. Then for sufficiently small t > 0 
the element vt = x + t(z - x) lies in D since D is convex and 
replacing v by vt in the last inequality and using the positive homo- 
geneity of K we obtain 
(TV, , K(x - x)) < Ii? inf( Txnj , K(x - 2)). 
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Since T is demicontinuous and (x - x) is fixed, the passage to the 
limit as t -+ 0 in the last inequality yields the inequality 
(TX, K(x - a)) < lim inf(Tx,? , .K(x - z)) for all x in D i 
from which, in view of our additional condition on K, it follows that T 
is pseudo-K-monotone on a. Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.1. The condition that for each fixed u in D, the 
functional F(u, V) = (Tu, Ku) satisfies the J inequality in v certainly 
holds if F(u, v) is convex in v and, in particular, if K is a linear 
mapping. When Y = X *, then the nautral choice K = I : X -+ 
X** = X satisfies all the conditions of the above proposition. Thus, 
Proposition 4.2 implies, in particular, that a demicontinuous monotone 
mapping T of D C X into X* is pseudomonotone, a fact noted in 
Ref. [I]. 
Remark 4.2. If in Definition 4.1 we require the inequality (pm) to 
hold for all v in X, then we shall say that T has the pm property on X. 
Similarly, we say that a mapping T of n C X into Y is of type 
(PKM) on X if the inequality (n) holds for all e in X. We add that 
the pseudomonotone mappings (i.e., for K = 1 and Y = X*) 
considered by Browder [3] were defined to be those mappings T of 
D L X into X* for which the corresponding inequality (17) (i.e., for 
K = I and Y = X*) holds for all v in X. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let X and Y be Banach spaces with X rejlexive, 
D a bounded open convex subset of X, T a continuous mapping of D into 
Y, K a mapping of X into Y”, and K, a mapping of X, into Y,’ = 
R(Q,*) such that the following condition (A) holds: 
K is onto, K(tx) = tvqx) Vx E X, Vt > 0, and some integer k 2 1, 
K and K, are such that (C3a) holds, and (T, v,. , Kqn,) -+ 
(h, Ku) whenever- u,~ - u in X and Tmjv,, 4 !z ‘in Y, with 
(vaj I v,, E Xn, n D} and {unj I u,, E &J for each j. 
(a) If T has pm property on D, then T maps every closed convex 
subset G of D into a closed set T(G) of Y. 
(b) If 0 E D and T has the pm property on X, then T(B) is closed 
in Y. 
(c) If D = B(0, r) C X with X having Property (H) and T has the 
pm property on D, then T(D) is closed in Y. 
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Proof. (a) Let G be any closed convex subset of D and let 
{ fi} C T(G) be a sequence so that fi --f f for some f in Y. To show that 
f e T(G), let {+} C G b e such that fi = Txj for each j. Since X is 
reflexive and {xi} is a sequence in a closed convex bounded G which 
is a subset of the open set D, without loss of generality we may assume 
that xj - x in X for some x in G and Pi(x) E D for all sufficiently large 
j, Now since r, is an admissible projectional scheme, T continuous, 
and xj E G C D, to each j there corresponds an integer n(j) with 
n(j) -+ co as j -+ co such that for all sufficiently large j 
with con(j) = P,,(,,x, E Xnti) I-I il, 
and 11 Txj - Tw,G, /I < Ei -+ 0 as j -+ 00. Since Txj -+ f, the latter 
fact implies that Tw,Q) -+ f and unci) - x as j -+ co. Hence, since 
%cj) - cd&) - 0, the assumption (A) and the continuity of T 
imply that as j ---f CO we have 
wJn(,, - TP,(f)% w%L(i) - P7zwN 
= (~nww) - Tdi)pn(r)x, ww) - Pd~,X)> - 0, 
i.e., {w~Q) 1 UJ%~) E X,ci, n D], wnci) - x in X and 
lip qVw) - TP,w, Ww) - P,GP)> = 0. 
Since T has the pm property on D, it follows that 
(TX, K(x - 4) < liy inf(Tsw , K(wj) - P,w)) VVED. 
In view of (A), this and the fact that Twntj) -+ f in Y and 
We - P,Q)ZJ - x - v in X imply that for each v in D 
1iy inf(Tw,m , K(wj) - f’,w)) = (f, K(x - 4. 
Hence, combining this with the preceding inequality we get 
(TX, K(x - v)) < (f, K(x - ~1) VVED. (t) 
The inequality (t) implies that TX = f. Indeed, if TX # f, then since 
K is onto, there would exist x E X such that 
(TX -f, Kx) > 0. (t-t) 
Since D is open and x E D, for sufficiently small t > 0, e, = x - tz E D, 
and thus (t) implies that (TX, K(b)) < ( f, K(k)) which, on account 
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of the positive homogeneity of K, shows that (TX - f, Kz) < 0, in 
contradiction to (1-t). Hence TX = f, i.e., T(G) is a closed set in Y. 
(b) Let {xk} be any sequence in n such that TX, + f in Y. As 
before we may assume that xk - x for some x in D. It follows from 
Proposition 3.2 and the continuity of T that to each k there 
corresponds an integer n(k) with n(k) -+ co as k + 00 and a vector 
bwk) I wk) E A,(k) n s> such that 
II xk - %(k) II d k and II TXL - Twnoc) II d -b - 0 as x-+co. 
Hence we have that w,ck) - x and Twntk) ---t f as k---t co. Since 
%dk) - Y%(k) - O> where Yn(k) = pn(k)x if x E D and yntk) is 
given by Proposition 3.1 if x E a, it follows as in (b) that, in view of the 
pm-property of T, we have 
(TX, K(x - v)) < (f, K(x - 4) VVEX. (+b) 
The inequality (+b) implies that TX = f, for otherwise (it) would hold 
for some z in X and therefore, since x in D and z in X are fixed 
elements and D is a bounded open subset with 0 E D, there exists a 
vector r+, in X and a number t, > 0 such that x - z+, = tOz. Replacing 
x - v by x - no = t,x in (+b) we obtain the inequality (TX, K(t,x)) < 
(f, K(t,z)). Hence the positive homogeneity of K implies that 
(TX, Kx) < (f, Kz), in contradiction to (tt). 
(c) If D = B(0, r) and (xk} C D is a sequence so that Txk ---t f in 
Y and x, - x in X, then either x E B(O, r) or x e B(0, r). If x E B, then 
the Property (H) of X implies that xk -+ x in X and hence 
TX, -+ TX = f by the continuity of T. Thus, it suffices to consider 
the case when x E B(0, r). Using Proposition 3.2 with a&) determined 
in this case by 
G(k) = i 
PdkPk if xk E D = B(0, Y), 
r(ll PdkPk IIF1 p&w if xk E B, 
and the arguments analogous to those used in the proof of (a), we find 
that the pm property of T an B and the assumption (A) imply the 
validity of the inequality 
(TX, K(x - 4) < (5 K(x - 4) VVEB. (i-1 
Since x is an interior point of n, the same arguments as those used in 
the proof of (a) show that, because of (t), TX = f, i.e., T(D) is a closed 
set in Y. Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION 4.4. Let X be rejexive, D a bounded open convex subset 
of X, T a continuous mapping of D into Y, K a mapping of X into Y”, 
and K, a mapping of X, into Y,’ such that the hypotheses (C3a) and 
(C3b) hold and K(0) = 0. 
If T has the pm property on B and F is a continuous K-monotone 
mapping of D into Y which satisfies the modified condition (S) on D, then 
the mapping T, = T + PF of D into Y is of the mod$ed type(S)+ for 
each jixed p > 0. 
Proof. Let {xn, 1 x,, E Xmj n D} be any sequence so that 
xsj - x for some x in D and lim sup( T,,x,~ - T,m, , K(x,~ - y,,)) < 0. 
i 
(#) 
By the definition of T, , 
(Tuxfij - CY,, > +nj -mJ) = (Txnj - Trnj > Wnj -in,>) 
+ /@kaj - FY1n, ? %lj - mJ). (*I 
Since F is K-monotone and p > 0, it follows from (#) and (*) that 
lim sup( TX,, 
i - Trni > Qnj -m,)> d 0 M4) 
whence, on account of the pm property of T on D, it follows that 
(TX, K(x - v)) < Ii? inf(Tx,> , K(xnj - Q) VW E Is. 
Since ys, --f x, xnr - yn, - 0, T is continuous and K and K, satisfy 
the hypotheses (C3a) and (C3b), we see that 
(TY?Q 9 wn, -m,)) = (Tnj~nj 3 Kz3(xnj - mj>) -+ 0. 
This and the last inequality for z, = x imply that 
IiF inf( Txnj - Tym, , K(x,~ - ynj)) = Ii? inf( TxBj , K(x,, - y,J) 
3 (TX, K(0)) = 0 
which together with (##) yields the relation 
lim(Txnj - Tyni , K(xnj - y,,)) = 0. 
i 
In view of this, (*) implies that limj sup(Fx,, - Fyn , K(x,, - 
yn,)) < 0 whence, on account of the K-monotonicity of 2, it follows 
that 
lim(Fx,, - FY,, K(x,, -m,)) = o. j 
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Since F is assumed to satisfy the modified condition (S on D, the last 
relation implies that x,, -+ x in X, i.e., T, satisfies the modified 
condition (S), for each fixed p > 0. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 8. Let X and Y be Banach spaces with X rejexive, D a 
bounded open convex subset of X which is symmetric about the origin 
with 0 E D, T a continuous mapping of D into Y, K a mapping of X into 
Y*, and K, a mapping of X, into Y,’ = R(Q,*) such that the condition 
(A) of Proposition 4.3 is satisfied. Let F be a bounded continuous K- 
monotone mapping of B into Y which is odd on Ij and which satis$es the 
modiJied condition (S) on D. 
(a) If T has the pm property on X (i.e., if (pm) holds for every 
v in X) and T is odd on Li with 0 $ T(D), then there exists x,, E D 
such that TX, = 0. If additionally we assume that there exists a 
ball B = B(0, d) C Y such that B n T(B) = 0, then T(D) 3 B. 
(b) If D = B(0, r) C X with X having Property (H) and T has the 
pm property on D with T odd on Lj and 0 $ T(D))), then 0 E T(D). If 
there also exists a ball B = B(0, d) C Y such that i? n T(D) = 0, then 
T(D) r) B. 
Proof. Under our conditions in both cases (a) and (b), Proposition 
4.4 implies that T, = T + PF satisfies the modified condition (S) on D 
for each fixed p > 0. Hence, by Proposition 3.2, T,, is a continuous 
A-proper mapping of ij into Y. Since, by hypothesis, T, is also odd on 
D it follows from Theorem 1 in Ref. [6] that for each given p > 0, 
either 0 E T,(D) or 0 E T(D). Thus, for each pk > 0 which we take to 
be such that pk --) 0 as k -+ GO, there exists xk E D such that 
T,+(xJ = 0 or Txk = -pkFxk . Since F is bounded on D and pk -+ 0, 
it follows that 
T(xk) = -p,$(xk) -+ 0 as K -+ co. (*I 
Since, by Proposition 4.3 (b) or (c), th e set T(D) is closed in Y if either 
conditions of (a) or of (b) hold, it follows from (*) that in either case 
there exists x0 E B such that TX, = 0 with x0 E D because by our 
assumption 0 + T(D). 
Suppose now that B = B(0, d) is an (open) ball in Y such that 
Bn T(a) = 0.S ince F is bounded, m = sup(jJ Fx 11, x E: 02 is finite. 
Hence, for any f E B(0, d’) C Y with d’ < d and any given 
p E (0, d - d’/m) we have 
II Tux - VII Z II TX II - CL IIJ’x II - t llfll 
>,d---m-d’>0 (vx E D, vqo, 11). 
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This shows that T, is an odd mapping on ti and such that for each fixed 
p E (0, d - d’/m), TJx) # tf for any f~ B(0, d’) and Vx E B, 
Vt E [0, 11. In addition, for each p E (0, d - d’lm) and f E B(0, d’), the 
mapping T,(X) = T,x - tf is A-proper on D for each fixed t in [0, l] 
and continuous for t E [0, 11, uniformly for x E D. Hence, since 
T, = s(,-, is odd, Theorem 1 in Ref. [6] implies that 
deg(pl , D, 0) = deg(T, -f, D, 0) = deg( To , D, 0) = deg(T, , D, 0) # (0). 
Thus there exists X, E D such that TU,(x,) = f for each sufficiently 
small pk > 0 with pLk -+ 0 as K -+ 00. Hence, T(xk) = f - pfl(x,J -+ f 
as k --+ CQ and, as before, we find that in both cases (a) and (b) the 
element f E T(D). S ince B(0, d) = B is open and d’ has been chosen to 
be an arbitrary number such that d’ < d, it follows that T(D) 3 B in 
both cases (a) and (b). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 9. Let X, Y, K, and K,, satisfy the conditions of Theorem 
8. Let T be a continuous mapping of D = X into Y with the pm property 
on X and F a bounded continuous mapping of X into Y which satisfies the 
mod$ied condition (S) on X. Suppose that T and F are odd outside of some 
ball in X (i.e., there exists an r > 0 such that T(--x) = -T(x) and 
F(-x) = -F(x) fat /I x jj > r). 
(a) Then T maps X onto Y if T satis$es the condition (D): To each 
d > 0 there corresponds an rd > r such that T(B(0, rd)) n B = 0, 
where B = B(0, d) C Y. 
(b) The assertion (a) holds, in particular, if either (Dl): The inverse 
image T-l(G) is boundedfor any bounded G C Y; 07 (D2): 0 6 T(B(0, 7)) 
and T(tx) = taT(x) outside B(0, r) for any t > 1 and some a > 0. 
Proof. (a) Since to each d > 0 there corresponds an rd > 7 such 
that T(&O, rcl) n B = o with B = B(0, d) CY, Theorem 8 implies 
that B(0, d) C T(B(0, rJ). Th is and the arbitrariness of d > 0 imply 
that T(X) = Y. 
(b) It suffices to show that both (Dl) and (D2) imply (D). 
Suppose first that (Dl) holds. Then for any ball B(O, d) in Y, there 
exists rd > 7 such that T-l(li(O, d)) C B(0, rd), and therefore, 
T(l?(O, rd)) n B(O, d)) = 0, i.e., (D) holds. 
Suppose now that ((D2) holds. Let B(0, d) be any given baJ in Y. 
Since 0 $ T(B(0, r)), th ere exists E > 0 such that T(B(0, r)) n Be = 121 
with BE = B(0, E) C Y. Hence, choosing to > 1 to be a number such 
that d = tOdE, the assumed positive homogeneity of T outside B(0, r) 
implies that T(B(0, t,r)) n &O, d) = 0, i.e., (D) is satisfied with 
rd = t,r = (d/E)%. Q.E.D. 
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We now apply Theorem 1 of Section 2 to obtain an existence 
theorem under a very weak condition “at infinity.” 
THEOREM 10. Let X and Y be Banach spaces with X rejkxive, D a 
bounded open convex subset of X which is symmetric about the origin 
0 E D, T a continuous mapping of D into Y, K a mapping of X into Y*, 
and K, a mapping of X, into Y,,’ such that the condition (A) of Proposi- 
tion 4.3 is satis$ed and (B) : 11 T(x) + T(-x)11 < b Vx E n and some 
6 > 0. Let F be a bounded continuous K-monotone mapping of D into Y 
which satisJes the modified the modiJed condition (S) on D. Suppose that 
to a given f in Y there exists a constant pf > 0 such that for each Jixed 
p E (0, pt) the mapping TUr = T, f PF with T, = T - f satisfies the 
condition 
TufG4 f: AT,,(--x) VXED, VhE[O, 11. (4 
If T has either the pm property on X, or T has the pm property on 
B = B(O, r) C X with X also having Property (H), then there exists 
x0 E D such that TX, = f. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 10 is based on Theorem 1 and the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 10, for each Jixed 
p > 0, the continuous mapping &(x) of D x [0, I] to Y given by 
fLtc4 = & TM,@) - & TlLf(--4 (XED, tE [O, I]) 
is A-properfor each$xed t E [0, l] an continuous in t E: [0, 11, uniformly d 
for x E D. 
Proof of Lemma I. First note that for each fixed f in Y the mapping 
T, has also the pm property. Hence, by Proposition 4.4, the continuous 
mapping Tpj = Tj + PF satisfies the modified condition (S), for each 
p > 0. Consequently, by Theorem 6, in both cases (a) and (b) the 
mapping II,,,, is A-proper on D for each fixed t in [0, 11. To prove the 
second assertion of Lemma 1 note that for any t, s in [0, l] 
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Hence, on account of the condition (B) and the boundedness of F, we 
see that HUrr(x) is continuous in t E [0, I], uniformly for x in a. 
Proof of Theorem 10 continued. Lemma 1 and our condition (/l) 
show that for each p E (0, Pi), the mapping Tur satisfies the conditions 
of Theorem 1. Hence, to each fixed pLk E (0, rr), which we take to be so 
that pk -+O as K---t co, there exists an element x, E D such that 
T,JxJ = 0, i.e., T(xJ = --pz(xJ + f for each K. Since F is bounded 
and t+ ---t 0 as k -+ co, it follows that 
T(x,) = -p,$(x,) + f -+ f as K -+ co. 
This and Propositions 4.3 (b) and (c) imply that in either case there 
exists x,, E D such that TX, = f. Finally, our condition (/l) also implies 
that x,, E D. Q.E.D. 
An immediate corollary of Theorem 10 is the following result. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Suppose that all the conditions of Theorem 10 are 
satisjies except for (A) which is replaced by the following condition: There 
exists a constant c > 0 such that 
II T(x) - q--x)11 3 c vx E B, VA E [O, 11. 
Then T(D) contains any ball B(O, d) C Y with d < c. 
Vl) 
Proof. In view of Theorem 10, to prove Corollary 4.1 it suffices 
to show that if B(0, d) is a ball in Y with the radius d < c, then to any 
given f in B(0, d) there corresponds pf > 0 which is the same for all 
f E B(0, d) such that (R) of Theorem 10 holds for each p E (0, pf). Now 
let f be any given point in B(0, d) with d < c. The inequality (Al) 
implies that for all x in B and all h in [0, l] and each ,LL E (0, rf) with 
pf = c - d/2m we have 
i.e., (A) h Id f o s or each p E (0, c - d/2m) and f E @O, d). Hence, by 
Theorem 10, there exists x0 E D such that TX, = f, i.e., T(D) 3 
B(0, d). Q.E.D. 
Another consequence of Theorem 10 is the following general new 
result concerning the surjectivity of a continuous mapping having the 
pm property on X. 
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THEOREM 11. Let X and Y be Banach spaces with X reflexive. Let T 
be a continuous mapping of X into Y, K a mapping of X into Y*, and K, 
a mapping of X, into Y,’ such that the condition (A) of Proposition 4.3 is 
satisfied, T has thepmproperty on X, and to each r > 0 there corresponds 
a constant b, > 0 such that 
II T(x) + T(-XII G b, vx E B(0, r). GM 
Let F be a bounded continuous K-monotone mapping of X into Y which 
satisJies the modiJed condition (S) on X. Under the above conditions the 
following assertions are valid: 
(a) If to each f in Y there correspond two numbers rf > 0 and 
pf > 0 such that fm each p E (0, pf) we have 
T&l f hT,,(-4 vx E B(0, Tj), VA E [O, 11, (4 
then there exists x0 E B(0, rl) such that TX, = f and hence T(X) = Y; 
(b) If there exists a number R > 0 and a function a(r) of R+ into 
R1 with oI(r) -+ co as r -+ co and such that 
II T(x) - W-XII b 41 x II) VA E [0, l] and jl x 1) 3 R, cfm 
then T maps X onto Y; 
(c) If T is K-coercive (i.e., there exists a function c(r) of R+ into R’ 
with c(r) -j co as r + 00 such that 
(TX> w  3 4 x II) II cc II VxEXandKisoddonX, (4 
then T maps X onto Y. 
Proof. (a) Under our assumptions, Theorem 11 (a) is a direct 
consequence of Theorem 10. 
(b) To prove the assertion (b), it suffices to show that ((il) implies 
(II) of part (a). Let f b e an arbitrary but fixed vector in Y. To establish 
the validity of (A), note that since a(r) -+ co as r---t co there exists 
rt >, R such that I/f 1) -c $(rJ, and therefore, for all x E B(O, rt) and 
all h E [0, l] and each p E (0, pj) with pr = 1/4m, a(rr) and m, = 
sup{]\ Fx (I, x E B(0, rf)) we have 
>, II T(x) - q-411 - P IIFX II - hr-l IIFX II - (1 - 4 llfll 
> 4~~) - pmr - bm, - (1 - 4 44yf) b 4yf) - 2vb - MYA 
= $a(~~) - 2pmk > 0, 
i.e., (A) holds and so (b) follows from (a). 
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(c) To prove (c), it suffices to show that the K-coerciveness of T 
with K odd imply the validity of (Al). Now since T is K-coercive with 
K odd, it follows that there exists a number R > 0 such that c(r) > 0 
for every r > R and therefore for all A E [0, I] and all x in X with 
11 x 11 > R we have 
II T(x) - q-411 * II I& II k (W) - q-4, q 
= (TX, K-x) + A( T( -x), K( 4)) 
B (1 + 4 c II x II ’ II EC Il. 
Since c(ll x 11) > 0 for II x I( > R and )I KX 1) > 0, it follows that 
II T(x) - W--x)ll 2 4ll x II) f or all h E [0, l] and all x with II x 11 > R, 
i.e., (Al) holds and so (c) follows from (b). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 12. Suppose that all the conditions of Theorem 10 are 
satis$ed except for (A), h h w ic is replaced by either one of the following 
two conditions: 
(1) There exists an odd mapping A of D into Y and a number puo > 0 
such that for each p E (0, p,,) we have 
II Tub) - 44ll < II Ax II VXEDn; 
(2) There exists an odd mapping A of 17 into Y and two constants 
cl > 0 and h =C 1 such that 
II Ax II >, ~1 and II TX --XII < AlI Axll VXEB. 
Then in either case there exists x0 E D such that TX,, = 0. 
Proof. It suffices to prove Theorem 12 under the condition (1) 
because (2) implies (1). Indeed, suppose that (2) holds and take 
/-Lo= (1 -h/m)c,. Then the inequalities in (2) imply that for each 
fixed p E (0, pO) and all x E B we have 
II T,(x) - 44ll G II TX - Ax II + I” II I% /I < k II Ax II + pm 
< h II Ax II + m (&) II Ax II = II AX 11, 
i.e., (1) holds for all x E fi and each TV E (0, ps) with p. = (1 - K/m) ci . 
Now, in view of Theorem 10, to prove Theorem 12 it suffices to 
show that (1) implies (A) for f = 0. Suppose that (1) holds for all 
580/711-I4 
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x E D and each p E (0, p,,). Then for all X E [0, l] and x E a and each 
p E (0, pO) and f = 0 we have 
= 11 T,(x) - Ax - X{T,(-x) - A(-x)} + (1 + h) Ax ]I 
b (1 + 4 II Ax II - II T,(x) - A(x)I1 - X II Tut-4 - A(--x)ll 
> (1 + A) II Ax II - II Ax II - X II Ax II = 0% 
i.e., (A) holds for f = 0 and, hence, Theorem 12 follows from 
Theorem 10. Q.E.D. 
4.1. Special cases and remarks 
In this section we discuss briefly the applications of the preceding 
propositions and theorems to mappings T of D C X into X* and the 
mappings T of D 2 X into X by specifying Y, Y, , K, and K, . 
A. Projection Schemes for Mappings from X to X* 
We mention here only those special cases which in some way are 
related to results obtained by other authors for this class of mappings 
assume in this section that X is a real reflexive fla space and put 
Y = X*, Qn = Pm=+, Y,=X,‘=R(P,*), K=I:X+X, and 
K, = I, : X, -+ X, as in Section 3.3A. 
In this case, according to Definition 4.1, a continuous mapping T of 
the closure of a bounded open convex set D C X into X* is said to have 
the pm property on D if for any sequence (x,, [ x,, E Xm, n B) for which 
x,~ - x E B and limj sup(Tx,, - Tynj , x,~ - y%,) < 0, we have 
(TX, x - 0) < li? inf(Tjc,, , x,, - o,,) VVED, (PInA) 
where (yn, I yn, E X%, n @ and (zl%, j zl,, E Xsl n D) are sequences 
given by Proposition 3.1 such that yn, ---t x and v,, -+ v in X. Now the 
K-monotone mappings for K = I are simply the monotone mappings 
while the maps of type (PKM) re d uce to pseudomonotvne mappings 
in the sense of Brezis [l]. Our results show that in this case the 
following useful fact holds. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. The class of continuous mappings T of D C X into 
X* with the pm property on B includes: 
(a) Continuous mappings of the modiJied type (S), on D; 
(b) Bounded continuous mappings of type (S), on a; 
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(c) Bounded continuous monotone mappings on D; 
(d) Bounded continuous pseudomonotone mappings on D. 
Now for Theorems 8,9, and 10, and 11 to be applicable to mappings 
T of D C X into X* we have to establish the existence of a bounded 
continuous mapping F of D 2 X into X* which is monotone, odd, and 
satisfies the modified condition (S) on D or on X as the situation 
requires. If we assume that the reflexive space X is such that both X 
and Xx have Property (H), then as has been shown in Ref. [24] the 
duality mapping J : X -+ X* has all the properties mentioned above. 
Hence a suitable choice for F in this case is F = J. 
A useful special case of Theorem 8 is the following theorem, which is 
more general than an analogous result of Browder [3] for the simpler 
injective scheme. 
THEOREM 8A. Let D be a bounded open convex subset of X which is 
symmetric about 0 E D, X and X* have Property (H), and T a continuous 
mapping of D into X*. 
(a) If T has the pm property on X (i.e., if the inequality (pmA) holds 
for each v in X) and T is odd on D with 0 6 T(D), then 0 E T(D). If there 
also exists a ball B = B(0, d) C X* such that B n T(D) = or, then 
T(D) 3 B. 
(b) If D = B(0, r) C X and T has the pm property on D with T 
odd on D and 0 $ T(D), then 0 E T(D). If there also exists a ball 
B = B(0, d) C Xx such that B n T(D) = 0, then T(D) 3 B. 
Proof. Theorem 8A is a special case of Theorem 8 since under our 
conditions on X and X* the mapping F = J of D into X* satisfies all 
the conditions in Theorem 8 required of F (see Ref. [24]). 
Remark 4.3. Since a bounded continuous mapping of fj; into X* 
which is pseudomonotone on X has also the pm property on X, 
Theorem 8A is also true for bounded continuous pseudomonotone 
mappings. For the latter class of mappings, Theorem 8A (a) has been 
established by Browder [3] for the case of injective schemes. 
THEOREM 9A. Let X and X* both have Property (H) and T a 
continuous mapping of X into X* with the pm property such that T is odd 
outside some ball B(0, r) C X. 
Then T maps X onto Y rf to each d > 0 there corresponds yd > r 
such that T(R(0, rd)) n B = 0, where B = B(0, d) C X*. 
The latter condition holds af either T-l(G) is bounded for any bounded 
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set G in X* or 0 $ closure (T&O, r)) and T(tx) = taTx outside B(0, r) 
for any t 3 1 and some 01 > 0. 
Remark 4.4. Browder’s Theorems (17.9) and (17.10) for bounded 
continuous pseudomonotone mappings follow from the second part of 
Theorem 9A. 
Our next special result for mappings T of D into X* appears to be 
of particular interest since its “boundary” condition ((i) is more 
general than boundary conditions used by other authors. 
THEOREM 1OA. Let D be a bounded open convex subset of X which 
is symmetric about 0 E D, X and X* have Property (H), and T a 
continuous mapping of D into X* such that 
II T(x) + T(--x)11 G b VxEDandsome b > 0. (B) 
Suppose that to a given f in X* there exists a constant I*, > 0 such that for 
each fixed p E (0, pLf) 
T&) f XThA--x) vx E D, VA E [O, 11. (4 
If either T has the pm property on X or T has the pm property on 
D = B(0, r) C X, then there exists x0 E D such that TX, = f. 
It was shown in Corollary 4.1 that the basic condition (/i) holds, in 
particular, if there exists a constant c > 0 such that 
II T(x) - w-x)ll 2 c vx E D, VA E [O, 11. (Al) 
The latter condition was first introduced by DeFigueiredo and Gupta 
[7]. Their result (Theorem 1 in Ref. [7]) follows from our Theorem 
IOA since the assumption in Ref. [7] that T is a bounded continuous 
montone mapping of X into X* certainly implies the inequality (B) 
and the pm property of T. We add that the authors of Ref. [7] assume 
additionally that T is defined on all of X. Our Theorem 10A includes 
also the corresponding result of Browder [3] for bounded continuous 
pseudomonotone mappings T of D into X* satisfying the stronger 
condition (Al). 
An interesting special case of Theorem 11 is the following general 
result concerning the surjectivity of a continuous mapping T of X into 
X* with the pm property and under a condition (/l) “at infinity” 
which appears to be weakest among those used by other authors. 
THEOREM 1 IA. Suppose that X and X* have Property (H) and T 
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is a continuous mapping of X into X* with the pm property on X and such 
that to each r > 0 there exists b,. > 0 for which 
II T(x) + T(-4 G b, vx E B(0, r). w 
Under the above conditions the following assertions are valid: 
(a) If to each f E X* there exist rr > 0 and pr > 0 such that 
TLLf(X) f XTuA-4 Vx E B(O, rf), VA E LO, 11, t” E (0, ~4 (4 
then there exists x,, E B(0, rf) such that TX, = f, i.e., T is surjective; 
(b) If there exists R > 0 and a function o((r) as in Theorem 11 
such that 
II T(x) - T--x)11 3 41 x II) 
then T maps X onto X*; 
VA E LO, 11, II x II b R, (fm 
(c) If T is coercive (i.e., (TX, x) > ~(11 x 11) II x 11 Vx E X, where c(r) 
is the same as in Theorem ll), then T(X) = X*. 
Remark 4.5. To my knowledge, the “at infinity” condition (A) is 
thus far the most general one for which the surjectivity of T has been 
established even for a monotone T. Indeed, it has been shown above 
that the condition ((il) introduced in Ref. [l] is less general than the 
author’s condition (A) while, as has been shown in Ref. [7] as well as in 
this paper, the coerciveness condition of T is still less general than the 
condition ((il). 
Remark 4.6. In view of Proposition 4.5, the assertions of Theorem 
11A are certainly true if T is assumed to be a bounded continuous 
pseudomonotone (and, in particular, monotone) mapping of X into 
X*. Thus, the surjectivity theorem of Brezis [l] for coercive pseudo- 
monotone mappings and the surjectivity theorem of DeFigueiredo- 
Gupta [7] for monotone mappings satisfying the condition (Al) are 
deducible as special cases of our Theorem 11A. In particular, the basic 
Minty-Browder theorem for continuous coercive monotone mappings 
follows from our theorem 11A if (Br) holds. 
Remark 4.7. Corollary 1 in Ref. [7] follows as a special case of 
Theorem 12 under the hypothesis (2). 
B. Projection Schemes for Mappings from X to X 
We assume here that X is a reflexive fll space with X* 
strictly convex, I’, = {X, , P,}, and set Y = X. Then one of the 
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possible choices for K and K, is K = J : X-t X* and K, = 
Pn*J Ix, : -G + -%a’ = A(P,*) C X*. As has been observed before, 
most propositions of the preceding section will remain true if we 
assume that J is weakly continuous. For those propositions and 
theorems which require K (= J) to be uniformly continuous on 
B(O, r) C X for them to remain true in this case, in view of Proposition 
3.6, it suffices to assume that X* is uniformly convex. 
For Theorems 8, 9, 10 and 11 to be applicable to mappings T of 
D C X to X it suffices to take for F the identity mapping .Z in X. 
Thus, under appropriate assumptions on X, X*, and K all of the 
results of Section 4 remain valid for mappings T of D L X into X with 
the pm property and, in particular, those T which are of type (PKM). 
To the best of my knowledge, all of these results appear to be new. 
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